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A D V E N T U R E S
Western Wildlife

Phone: 1-530-894-1400

Hunting for Deer, Wild Pigs, Elk, Antelope, Waterfowl & Wild Turkey! 

 YOUR QUALITY ADVENTURE IS OUR GOAL!

stephanie gullick ~ california

steve gauvin ~ nevada teryn mathews ~ nevada

rusty brines ~ california

eddie martinezzi ~ nevada
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We offer outstanding opportunities for trophy Antelope in 
Nevada. Our hunts are 3 days that are conducted on both private 
and public property, from the high mountain deserts to fertile 
alfalfa fields in the valleys. We stay in nice motels with meals 
and transportation provided. These hunts are fairly easy, while 
giving the client numerous opportunities to view large numbers 
of Antelope. 

Group hunts of up to 3 hunters per guide are available, as well as 
1X1 hunts on request. As with all game in Nevada, bonus points 
can be accumulated if unsuccessful in the draw. Landowner 
vouchers are available for an additional fee. This hunt typically 
produces bucks in the 13-16” range with Boone and Crockett 
scores in the 70-80 range.

By now most all trophy elk hunters have heard about the vast 
numbers of quality elk that call Nevada home. The tag can take 
up to 10 years or more to draw with some clients drawing the tag 
with zero bonus points. Landowner vouchers can be purchased to 
bypass the draw system (expense varies dependent on unit). Bulls 
we have taken in Nevada range in size from 330-417 B&C while 
the average size is in 340-370 B&C range.

This hunt can be very demanding and we highly encourage our 
clients to be in good to great physical shape. We offer two guides 
per hunter in the high Juniper mountain country, where a spotter 
is worth his weight in gold. Elk hunts are 6 days with food, lodging 
and transportation included. Bring your binoculars because this is 
the ultimate definition of a “spot and stalk” hunt.

NEVADA ELK NEVADA ANTELOPE

NEVADA MULE DEER
Western Wildlife Adventures, LLC is a Nevada Department of Wildlife 
approved Master Guide. Being a master guide in the state of Nevada allows 
us to participate in a Special Drawing known as the “Guides Draw”. By 
participating in the “Guides Draw”, our clients have a 8-10 times greater 
chance of drawing the coveted Nevada Mule Deer tag. The seasons run from 
early October through mid November. We harvest bucks in the 23-27” range 
with 28-32” bucks taken every year. Scores on these bucks range from 155-
195+ B&C!

Our hunts run 4 to 6 days depending on the hunt and the client preference. Lodging is in rustic motels with hot showers and we come home 
to excellent home cooked meals every night (unless staying in larger cities). Your hunt includes fully experienced guides and transportation 
(upon arrival at hunting location).

We accept deposits beginning January 1st of the year you plan to hunt; the drawing takes place in mid March. We currently hold National 
Forest Permits in Mountain City and Ely Districts and are permitted statewide by the Bureau of Land Management. Come see what the 
beautiful mountains of Nevada have in store for you!
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CALIFORNIA DEER, TULE ELK & WILD PIG

CALIFORNIA WATERFOWL & TURKEY
Located in the Northern Sacramento Valley, our duck clubs offer an opportunity for either the season-long enthusiast, the occasional day 
shooter or guided hunter. These clubs are in proven “ flyway” areas, adjacent to the Sacramento, Delevan and Colusa refuges. Our properties 
are mainly flooded rice fields with 2, 3 and 4 man blinds available. Acreage per blind ranges from 40 to 150 acres! We also manage the Rubino 
duck club in Los Banos that boarders the closed zone of Volta refuge. Overall, our 11 duck clubs cover some 7000 acres of flooded rice with 
some natural habitat. You can expect to harvest Speckle-Belly (Specs) Geese, Snow Geese, Ross’ Geese, Mallard, Pintail (Sprig), Widgeon, 
Gadwall, Teal and Shoveler over the course of the season. A limited number of one-day, guided hunts are also available for ducks, geese or 
turkeys. You will hunt with very experienced guides, where you will benefit from their years of waterfowl and turkey hunting experience! 
We guide for mature Spring Turkeys specializing in the long-beards that all hunters seek. 

In California, some of our ranches participate in the Private Lands 
Management Program (PLM). The PLM allows us to manage our properties 
for the various wildlife that inhabit those properties. In exchange, we are 
allowed to hunt extended seasons usually encompassing the migration and 
the rut. Our other properties follow the general hunting seasons.
We have Blacktail Deer ranches that begin as early as August of each year 
and other ranches that have Mule Deer/Blacktail crosses that extend into 
early and late November. Our ranches vary in size from 500 acres to our 
crown jewel Dye Creek Preserve, a 37,500 acre ranch. 

The ranch is complete with a skinning shed, walk-in box and a lodge that can accommodate up to 10 visitors. Dye Creek Preserve participates 
in the special 9 day G-1 season that usually occurs in late October into early November. The Preserve is home to the Tehama Deer Herd, which 
is largest migratory herd of deer in California. Our properties range in elevation from 400 to 3,000 feet. 

Our various ranches offer us the capacity to have a limited number of members, as well as guided Deer, Wild Pigs, Bear, Turkey, Doves, 
Quail and in a few limited situations, the majestic Tule Elk! Our guided hunts book extremely fast, so it is advised that you book early. 
It is not uncommon to have to book a year in advance!
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SASKATCHEWAN GOOSE HUNTING
join us for the hunting experience of a lifetime in one of canada’s premiere game bird areas. 

CUSTOM HUNTING & FISHING TRIPS AND YOUR STAFF!

ARGENTINA WATERFOWL & DOVE HUNTING

With no dove limit and liberal waterfowl limits this package represents a true “hunt of a lifetime!” Everything but shells, guns, airfare and 
gratuity are included in our various packages. Enjoy exquisite meals, very fine accommodations and above all, shooting like you will never 
experience anywhere else! We offer packages for doves and ducks or for those of you “cruzin for a brusin”, dove only packages, whatever your 
body can take! Some clients have taken over 3,000 doves in one day! To preserve our waterfowl heritage in Argentina, we limit our waterfowl 
shooters to 40 birds per day. 

Western Saskatchewan is home to thousands of waterfowl and is the first “staging area” for thousands of additional waterfowl on their way 
south! Expect to harvest Honkers, Snow Geese, Ross’ Geese, White-Fronted (Specs) Geese and Blue Geese. Mallard and Pintail (Sprig) will also 
be harvested sometimes on the same hunt. We hunt from early September through mid October. You will enjoy liberal limits in Saskatchewan, 
not to mention the awesome scenery. These motel based hunts give you all the comforts of home and your guide service, blind, decoys, license 
GST (general sales tax) are also included. Gratuities are not included but are greatly appreciated by these hardworking guides.

Being the owner of Western Wildlife Adventures, LLC has given me numerous opportunities to meet, hunt and fish with some of the best 
outfitters in the business. We have contacts all over the United States as well as Canada, New Zealand and Argentina. If there is a special trip 
you are looking for let me and my staff go to work for you! Chris Hall has been an extremely welcomed and very valuable addition to the office 
staff and we also value his outstanding work in joining the Western Wildlife Adventures Family of guides. 

Our California guides include Chris Hall, Clay Fragulia, Kyle Fox, Tim Fox and newcomer Ryan Hoskin. I believe our guides here in 
California are some of the best anywhere in the state. Their knowledge of our ranches, the animals and birds we hunt are second to none. 
In Nevada, we have an All-Star line up as well, anchored by Chris Quintana, Devin Archibald, Chris Carter, Chris Hall, Nate Hall, Jesse Shipp 
and Decker Landis.  We also have two new additions to that guiding family, longtime resident of Nevada, Justin Doxey along with experienced 
guide Ryan Hoskin. With this line up of experienced guides in Nevada, we feel very confident we can find the animal or trophy you are looking 
for. All of these guides have put some fantastic trophies on the ground in the name of Western Wildlife Adventures.

Whether you are looking for that special Red Stag trip to New Zealand or just a fun-filled fishing trip with the kids, give us a call, you won’t be 
disappointed! 

utah mule deer new zealand red stag nevada desert sheep nv rainbow
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